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CONSPICUOUS: Efficient photoelectrochemical water oxidation may open a way to produce energy from renewable solar power. In biology, generation of fuel due to water oxidation happens efficiently on an immense scale during the light reactions of photosynthesis. To oxidize water, photosynthetic organisms have evolved a highly conserved protein complex, Photosystem II. Within that complex, water oxidation happens at the CaMn4O5 inorganic catalytic cluster, the so-called oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), which cycles through storage “S” states as it accumulates oxidizing equivalents and produces molecular oxygen. In recent years, there has been significant progress in understanding the OEC as it evolves through the catalytic cycle. Studies have combined conventional and femtosecond X-ray crystallography with extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods and have addressed changes in protonation states of μ-oxo bridges and the coordination of substrate water through the analysis of ammonia binding as a chemical analog of water. These advances are thought to be critical in understanding the catalytic cycle since protonation states regulate the relative stability of different redox states and the geometry of the OEC. Therefore, establishing the mechanism for substrate water binding and the nature of protonation/redox state transitions in the OEC is essential for understanding the catalytic cycle of O2 evolution. The structure of the dark-stable S1 state has been a target for X-ray crystallography for the past 15 years. However, traditional X-ray crystallography has been hampered by radiation-induced reduction of the OEC. Very recently, a revolutionary X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) technique was applied to PSII to reveal atomic positions at 1.95 Å without radiation damage, which brought us closer than ever to establishing the ultimate structure of the OEC in the S1 state. However, the atom positions in this crystal structure are still not consistent with high-resolution EXAFS spectroscopy, partially due to the poorly resolved oxygen positions next to Mn centers and partial reduction due to extended dark adaptation of the sample. These inconsistencies led to the new models of the OEC with an alternative low oxidation state and raised questions on the protonation state of the cluster, especially the O5 μ-oxo bridge. This Account summarizes the most recent models of the OEC that emerged from QM/MM, EXAFS and femtosecond X-ray crystallography methods. When PSII in the S1 state is exposed to light, the S1 state is advanced to the higher oxidation states and eventually binds substrate water molecules. Identifying the substrate waters is of paramount importance for establishing the water-oxidation mechanism but is complicated by a large number of spectroscopically similar waters. Water analogues can, therefore, be helpful because they serve as spectroscopic markers that help to track the motion of the substrate waters. Due to a close structural and electronic similarity to water, ammonia has been of particular interest. We review three competing hypotheses on substrate water/ammonia binding and compile theoretical and experimental evidence to support them. Binding of ammonia as a sixth ligand to Mn4 during the S1 → S2 transition seems to satisfy most of the criteria, especially the most compelling recent EPR data on D1-D61A mutated PSII. Such a binding mode suggests delivery of water from the “narrow” channel through a “carousel” rearrangement of waters around Mn4 upon the S2 → S3 transition. An alternative hypothesis suggests water delivery through the “large” channel on the Ca side. However, both water delivery paths lead to a similar S3 structure, seemingly reaching consensus on the nature of the last detectable S-state intermediate in the Kok cycle before O2 evolution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Photosystem II (PSII) is a 350 kDa protein–pigment complex found in higher plants, algae, and cyanobacteria that has generated most of the atmospheric oxygen (O2) during the light reactions of photosynthesis. 1,2 In PSII, upon light absorption, the primary chlorophyll-a species transfers an electron to pheophytin, forming the chlorophyll cation radical P680**, which oxidizes the redox-active tyrosine Y2 next to the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC). The oxidized tyrosine in turn oxidizes the OEC, which is ultimately responsible for oxidation...
of substrate water molecules, evolving O₂ and releasing protons to the lumen.

The OEC is a cuboidal Mn₃CaO₄ cluster (see Figure 1 for structure and atom numbering) composed of earth-abundant metal centers (i.e., Mn and Ca), linked by μ-oxo bridges (i.e., deprotonated water molecules) and ligated by side chains and termini of surrounding amino acid residues. Light absorption leads to cumulative oxidation of the OEC as it evolves through the so-called “storage states” S₄−S₀, with S₄ being the dark-adapted resting state. After three flashes of light, it forms the S₁ state leading to O₂ evolution and regeneration of the S₀ state by water oxidation. Typical turnover frequencies showing oxidation of 100 H₂O molecules per second under low overpotentials (70 mV) make the OEC cluster a prototype model system for design of artificial water-oxidation catalysts. Therefore, understanding the nature of the OEC and its functionality during water oxidation remains a subject of great research interest.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE OEC IN THE DARK-ADAPTED S₁ STATE

2.1. Uncertainty in the 1.95 Å XFEL Structure

X-ray diffraction (XRD) has been instrumental in determining the structure of the OEC, revealing the atomic coordinates of the OEC as well as the ligation scheme of surrounding residues and water molecules, with increasing resolution from 3.8 to 1.9 Å over the past decade. However, models based on traditional XRD were affected by radiation damage. The relatively long exposure to a high dose of X-rays during data collection typically leads to Mn reduction and elongation of Mn−Mn distances, as suggested by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy and quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) hybrid methods. Recent advances in femtosecond X-ray crystallography using X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) facilities have addressed the challenge of radiation damage and have produced a PSII crystal model at 1.95 Å resolution with Mn−Mn distances notably shorter than those of the 2011 1.9 Å XRD structure. This new technology involves scattering of ultrashort (fwhm = 50 fs) X-ray pulses of an extremely high intensity, allowing for data collection on the femtosecond time scale before processes responsible for radiation damage can modify the sample. Despite these significant breakthroughs, consensus on the model of the OEC in various S states has yet to be reached, partially due to limitations in the preparation of the system in a well-defined redox state (i.e., structural disorder) and partially due to ambiguities in the interpretation of the experimental data, even in the dark-stable S₁ state.

Several studies have focused on the protonation state of the OS μ-oxo bridge in the S₁ state. A DFT analysis of the 1.95 Å XFEL model structure concluded the OS μ-oxo bridge of the OEC was most likely protonated. Within the “low” oxidation state paradigm, the 1.95 Å XFEL structure was found to be most consistent with the oxidation state pattern of III, IV, III, and II for Mn1−Mn4, respectively, with W2 being a terminal H₂O ligand and OS being a OH ligand bridging Ca and Mn centers. A comprehensive comparison of the “high” and “low” oxidation state paradigms has shown that the “low” oxidation is much less supported by experiments. Our analysis of the PDB structures 4UB6 and 4UB8 suggests that X-ray scattering leaves more uncertainty in the positions of O atoms than for heavier Mn and Ca centers. The origin of the uncertainty is the significantly lower intensity of X-ray scattering from μ-oxo bridges, often overshadowed by strong scattering from adjacent Mn centers with as much as three times larger electronic density (Figure 2A). In addition, resolving the positions of lighter atoms next to the heavier atoms is usually complicated due to the Fourier truncation ripple effect. For the OEC, the position of the first Fourier ripple from Mn coincides approximately with the position of the O in the μ-oxo bridge, therefore introducing additional uncertainty on the actual position of the O center (Figure 2, B).

Uncertainty in the position of the O atoms leads to disagreement between the experimental EXAFS spectra and simulations based on the coordinates from the 4UB6 and 4UB8 structures, as shown by direct comparisons with the experimental S₁ extended range EXAFS spectrum (Figure 2C). In addition, the comparison suggests the possibility of structural disorder (mixture of S states in the crystallized PSII samples) with a significant fraction of the OEC cores poised in the S₄ state, rather than purely S₁, due to extensive (1 week) dark adaptation.

There may be an additional reason for the structural disorder in the 1.95 Å XFEL structure. In that experiment, the diffraction data were collected using XFEL pulses that were shot at equally spaced points (50 μm) on the same crystal. It has been very recently shown that the hydroxyl radicals originating from the XFEL pulses can travel long distances within the crystal and their diffusion rate is higher than the speed of sample translation. The diffraction data in the 1.95 Å XFEL structure may have been, therefore, collected on a partially damaged crystal.

2.2. Protonation States of the Water Ligands in the OEC

While the pattern of the proton release in the Kok cycle is well established, the protonation state of the OEC in the dark-stable S₁ state is still a matter of debate. Despite the tremendous amount of computational work on various mechanistic aspects of the OEC, a consensus on the protonation states has not yet been reached even for the models reported within past two years (Table 1).

The QM/MM (or QM) + EXAFS-based models (Table 1, entry 1) suggest having a doubly protonated (positively charged) His337, H₂O as the W2 ligand, and nonprotonated OS. Using QM/MM and QM models, Yamaguchi and co-
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Fourier ripple from Mn. (C) EXAFS spectra simulated from dimers and data sets of the 1.95 Å XFEL structure compared to shows that the O positions approximately coincide with the O site of the S1 state (Table 1, entry 4). This result carried on to several models currently used in the literature.27,31 Expectedly, the low oxidation state paradigm (III, IV, III, II) of the Mn1–Os–Mn4 complex shows that the O positions are overshadowed by a strong Mn signal. (B) Simulated electron density profile of Mn3–Os shows that the O positions approximately coincide with the first Fourier ripple from Mn. (C) EXAFS spectra simulated from different monomers and data sets of the 1.95 Å XFEL structure compared to the experimental14 S1 spectrum (gray) and QM/MM model (black). Adapted with permission from the main text the SI of ref 22.

Figure 2. (A) Simulated electron density profile of the Mn1–Os–Mn4 coordinate shows that the O positions approximate coincide with the first Fourier ripple from Mn. (B) Simulated electron density profile of Mn3–Os shows that the O positions approximate coincide with the O site of the S1 state (Table 1, entry 4). This result carried on to several models currently used in the literature.27–29 Expectedly, the low oxidation state paradigm models predict maximum hydration (H2O at W2, OH at O5, and doubly protonated His337) for the S1 state (Table 1, entry 5).

DFT models of the OEC suggest that barriers for O–O bond formation could be similar for single (N=H) and double (N=N, N=N) protonation states of His337, although the potential for oxidation of the OEC compared to the Tyr–His190 pair is higher with double protonation. The pK’s of the OEC are also modulated by different protonation states,26 that also modulate magnetic couplings.31

Table 1. Comparison of the Protonation States in the S1 OEC Models Suggested by Experiments and Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protonation states</th>
<th>S1 state</th>
<th>S2 state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W2</td>
<td>H2O</td>
<td>H2O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O5</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>OH−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His337</td>
<td>N=H, N=H</td>
<td>N=H, N=H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Yamaguchi (2015)</td>
<td>OH−</td>
<td>OH−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Knapp (2014), Siegbahn (2014)</td>
<td>OH−</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Neese (2012), Kaipa (2016)</td>
<td>OH−</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“The S1 state is deduced from the structure of the S1 state given that the S1 to S2 transition does not involve a proton relocation. The “low” oxidation states paradigm (III, IV, III, II). Guidoni employs the coordinates from Neese. Structures 2 and 5 are essentially the S1 crystal structure without (QM or EXAFS) refinement.

3. S2 STATE

3.1. S1 → S2 Transition

The S1 → S2 transition is the only transformation of the OEC that does not involve proton transfer to the lumen and is observed even at cryogenic temperatures.23,24 The resulting structural changes to the OEC are thus solely due to the oxidation process and are, therefore, small and difficult to probe. Traditionally, most of the analysis of the S1 → S2 oxidation state transition has been based on EPR, EXAFS, time-resolved mass spectroscopy, and FTIR.32,33 Recently, the femtosecond XFEL technique has been applied to microcrystals of the OEC in the S1 and S2 states; however, no significant changes in the structure of the OEC could be detected upon S1 → S2 transition due to the limited resolution of the diffraction data (5.9 Å).34 A subsequent study based on the isomorphous Fourier difference method, however, revealed a clear change in the electron density maps around Mn4 induced by the S1 → S2 transition (Figure 3).35 The change was due to a slight displacement of Mn4 toward the body of the cubane and a change of its coordination environment toward a more symmetric octahedron, as expected for a Mn4+ → Mn4+ transition. The underlying oxidation state transition and structural rearrangements were found to be consistent with the simulating electron density difference obtained from QM/MM models as calculated at comparable (5.9 Å) resolution (Figure 3)36 but do not support the proton relocation (O5 → W2) that is widely proposed to accompany manganese oxidation.19

3.2. Ammonia Binding to the S2 state

Studies of ammonia binding to PSII have been focused on the S1 and S2 states. Ammonia binding provides mechanistic
insights because ammonia is a structural and electronic analog of water. Therefore, ammonia serves as a marker to probe the potential binding mode and exchange of water.

Two different ammonia-binding sites have been analyzed by experiments and QM/MM modeling.44 A so-called "secondary" site was proposed in the vicinity of the OEC, leaving ammonia in the second coordination sphere without any direct contact with the OEC cluster.45,46 Binding to that site is competitive with Cl⁻ binding and happens in the S₁ state.46,47

The "primary" ammonia-binding site most likely involves coordination to Mn₄ induced by the S₁ → S₂ transition and is not competitive with Cl⁻ binding. Remarkably, ammonia binding to the "primary" site does not block the catalytic turnover.48,49 Currently, there are three competing hypotheses (Table 2) regarding the ammonia binding motifs: (i) ammonia binds, replaces O₅, and binds in a bridging motif; (ii) ammonia binds as an additional sixth terminal ligand by exchange with W₁; (iii) ammonia binds as an additional sixth terminal ligand to Mn₄.

The analysis of ¹⁴NH₄Cl and ¹⁵NH₄Cl treated PSII samples, based on early electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) experiments,52 showed nuclear quadrupole couplings that could be interpreted by comparison with model compounds in terms of an NH₄⁺ bridge between two Mn centers.53 The FTIR difference experiments showed a loss of a Mn–O–Mn binding signal upon ammonia binding, at about 601 cm⁻¹, which was indicative of the loss of one μ-oxo bridge. The analysis was in line with hypotheses a and c but could not be explained by hypothesis b. Ammonia binding also changes the geometry of the OEC cubane, most likely elongating one of the Mn–Mn distances, as evidenced by EXAFS.51 The combination of QM/MM models and EXAFS simulations has shown that such changes can be introduced by either replacing a μ-oxo bridge (a) or by adding ammonia as a sixth ligand to Mn₄ (b). Replacing a terminal water by ammonia has been disfavored since such a ligand exchange leaves the geometry of the cluster almost unaltered.50 This is in contrast to the substantial structural changes of the OEC suggested by the recent S₂ → S₁ decay experiments51 that predicted a significant decrease in the S₂ reduction potential (120 mV) induced by ammonia binding.

The primary binding site is accessible for ammonia but not for larger amines,46 which could be consistent with the bridging binding motif (b) when such a coordination mode is disfavored for larger ligands. However, it could also be consistent with binding as a terminal ligand (b, c) when binding involves deprotonation, a process that is more difficult for larger protonated amines, with higher pKₐ.56

The DFT analysis of ammonia binding has disfavored the bridging binding motif (a), predicting much higher binding energies (>20 kcal/mol) for ammonia replacing W₁.53 The ¹⁷O-EDNMR spectral envelopes52 of ammonia bound PSII were also interpreted in terms of ammonia replacing W₁, perturbing O₅ via a trans-effect. Recently, compelling evidence of ammonia hydrogen bonded to D61 was offered by EPR experiments on native and D61A mutated PSII.53 therefore supporting binding as a terminal ligand (b or c).

Ammonia binding to the primary site, as an additional ligand of Mn₄, is consistent with migration from the secondary site, upon S₁ → S₂ oxidation of the OEC.57 Such a binding process could be common to substrate water binding, although later in the cycle since ammonia is a "harder" Lewis base than water.56 Therefore, it has been proposed that substrate water binds to the primary ammonia-binding site during the S₂ → S₁ state transition, upon migration from the secondary site.

### 4. S₂ → S₁ TRANSITION

#### 4.1. Open and Closed Forms of the OEC in the S₁ State

EPR experiments have established the existence of two spin isomers of the OEC in the S₁ state, which give rise to the g = 2.0 multline signal from a spin 1/2 state58 and the g = 4.1 signal from a spin 5/2 state.59,60 QM/MM61 and DFT28 suggested models where the position of O₅ is closer to Mn₁ in the g = 4.1 "closed" isomer or closer to Mn₄ in the g = 2.0 open isomer.

Recently, both "closed" and "open" conformers were proposed for the S₃ state with all Mn centers in the oxidation state IV.52,63 The "open" S₃, however, has been shown to be significantly more stable5,29,62 and is likely representative of the

---

Table 2. Comparison of Ammonia-Bound OEC Models Suggested by Experiments and Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>(a) Bridging: Replacing O₅</th>
<th>(b) Terminal: Replacing W₁</th>
<th>(c) Terminal: 6th Ligand to Mn₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAFS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S₂ Reduction Potential Decrease</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESEEM</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger Amines do not Bind</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>in part</td>
<td>in part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¹⁷O-EDNMR W₁ Band</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>in part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPR on D-61A mutant</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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experimental S3 EXAFS spectrum. A recent study that combined the QM/MM models with an analysis of the difference Fourier density maps from XFEL data on PSII microcrystals showed that the S1 → S3 transition involves expansion of the cubane. The resulting expansion was surprising since oxidation of Mn(III) typically contracts coordination bond lengths upon loss of Jahn–Teller elongated bonds and, therefore, cannot be explained by domination of S1 or S2 in the microcrystals. However, it is found that while the coordination bond lengths do become shorter, the “open” cubane structure is slightly expanded upon binding an additional water molecule to Mn4, which deprotonates to form a di-μ-oxo bridge linking Mn3 and Mn4, leaving a protonated O5 ligand bound to Mn1, as shown in (Figure 4A or B, lower panel), qualitatively similar to an S3 model, that was proposed to form through binding of a water molecule to Mn1.

4.2. Water Binding

There is currently significant consensus on the structure of the OEC in the S3 state although the S2 → S3 transition remains a subject of debate. The formation of the S3 state likely involves binding of a water ligand, along with oxidation of one of the Mn centers. However, there are currently two hypotheses on the origin and binding mode of the water molecule (Figure 4), including binding to the dangling Mn through a carousel/pivot mechanism (A) or binding to Mn1 according to pathway B.

While the narrow channel delivery pathway (A) is consistent with experiments, the alternative mechanism (B) has been proposed by a computational study, suggesting water delivery through the “large channel” that starts from water molecules W3 and W4, ligated to Ca, and branches out to reach the interface on CP43 and PsbV or PsbU subunits. Among the water molecules directly ligated to the OEC, W3 has been predicted to have the lowest proton affinity in the S2 Y2 state. That has motivated the proposal that oxidation of an S2 state that already has a di-μ-oxo bridge linking Mn3 and Mn4 might somehow lead to deprotonation of the Ca water ligand W3 and induce binding of OH ligand to Mn1. Mechanistically, it is proposed that the S2 → S3 transition activates the narrow channel by releasing the Ca water ligand W3 that slows down the further advancement of S3.

The OEC is surrounded by a water network that can be divided into three major channels: the so-called “narrow”, “broad”, and “large” channels (Figure 5). According to pathway A, a water molecule (Wx) is delivered through the narrow “channel” and binds to Mn4 during the S2 → S3 transition. In cyanobacteria, the “narrow” channel starts at the O4 μ-oxo bridge of the OEC and reaches the interface of the PsbO and PsbU subunits. Such a pathway is consistent with the analysis of ammonia binding and inhibition of PSII. As mentioned in section 3.2, ammonia likely binds to the secondary binding site, establishing a hydrogen-bond network bridging the carboxylate of D61 and the water ligand (W1) of the dangling Mn4. From the secondary site, which is embedded in the “narrow” channel, ammonia likely migrates and binds to Mn4. Since water and ammonia are structural and electronic analogs, it is reasonable to assume that water is also delivered by the narrow channel and binds to Mn4 during the S2 → S3 transition. Mechanistically, it is proposed that the S2 → S3 transition activates the narrow channel by releasing the Ca water ligand W3 that slows down the further advancement of S3.
transition advances the oxidation state of Mn4, triggering binding of water (Wx) to the dangling Mn, and inducing the rearrangement of other water molecules in a carousel around Mn4. An analogous "pivot" rearrangement that relies on the assignment of the near IR active portion of S1 has been recently proposed computationally.71 The barrier for displacement of Wx has been estimated to be around 8 kcal mol⁻¹, which is lower than the barrier for binding any other water molecule in the vicinity of Mn4.72 Such a barrier thus lines up well with the estimated barrier (9 kcal/mol) for water entry into the "narrow" channel.73

Summarizing the water delivery pathways in the S2 to S3 transition, we note that the carousel/pivot mechanisms (Figure 4A) proposed by computational studies are supported by EXAFS studies of ammonia binding to the S2 state and by near-infrared absorption studies and EPR spectroscopy. Water entry from the Ca side of the OEC (Figure 4B) has been indirectly supported by mutagenesis experiments. However, more experimental studies are necessary to support or otherwise rule out either of the two currently proposed water delivery pathways.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have reviewed recent advances on the characterization of the OEC in the various redox states along the catalytic cycle of O₂ evolution. Understanding changes in the protonation state of the OEC and the pathway for substrate water binding is essential for characterization of the catalytic mechanism of O–O bond formation and design of biomimetic systems. Recent studies combining the analysis of electron density maps obtained from femtosecond XFEL diffraction experiments in conjunction with QM/MM calculations, mutagenesis experiments, and high resolution EXAFS and IR spectroscopy have provided valuable insights into the structure and function of the OEC and the underlying transitions along the catalytic cycle, including changes in protonation/redox states and the mechanism of substrate water binding. We anticipate these techniques will continue to make significant contributions to the field.
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